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The Day Before: How to Use this Guide 
 
Your life is your journey.  You have mountaintops you want to summit: your mission, 
dreams, and goals God has given you a unique life to experience and live.  By the very 
fact that it is your journey, you have to blaze your own trail.  However, you don’t have to 
walk without guidance.  God will teach you the steps to take, just as He showed the 
Israelites their path to the Promised Land.  In Joshua 3:4 God told the Israelites to 
follow the ark of the covenant, “that you may know the way by which you must go, for 
you have not passed this way before” (NKJV). 
 
Whether you are beginning a healthy lifestyle for the first time (having “not passed this 
way before”) or the fifth time, or overcoming a harmful habit, this devotional book will 
give you direction.  It will help you move from goal to goal along your journey of health.  
It is a compass to help you find your path and fulfill your potential.   
 
To use this book as your personal compass, I encourage you to study and practice 
Week One first.  Week One’s information will prepare you to succeed.  Then review 
your goals, which you will be listing today.  After Week One, you can read this book 
day-by-day or jump around to different days.  Your steps could be any of the following: 

 Do you have a highest priority?  Study the section that guides you to that goal.   

 Do you enjoy challenges?  Look at your rockiest mountain and determine to 
climb it.  Study the section you find most difficult until you experience progress. 

 Do you need a quick win?  To give you momentum, start with a section – a 
path – that is easier for you.   

 Do you want to go step-by-step?  Journey straight through this devotional. 
 
Ask the Holy Spirit to show you how you need to study and what you need to apply.  He 
will help you and “accomplish what concerns” you (Psalm 138:8 NASB). 
 
Each day is designed as follows: 

 Scripture: read and reflect 

 My Thoughts: consider what the scripture means to you.  You can write your 
thoughts before and/or after you read the discussion. 

 Discussion: learn about the topic 

 Your Challenge: take action or ponder a thought to move you along your path 

 Scripture for Further Study: look up verses for further reading.  Sometimes 
these scriptures are about the “spiritual” side of a “practical” matter.  For 
instance, many of the scriptures about water represent the Holy Spirit in you. 

 
Please note that the Discussion section is not an exhaustive study of each topic.  
Devotions introduce an inspirational idea, help you to understand what the Bible says 
about that issue, and pique your hunger to study both Scripture and reputable health 
resources.  As an example, on Day 10 we study strength training.  That discussion 
teaches you what God’s Word says about strength training and it encourages you to 
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learn what types of strength training would be good for you.  The appendix includes a 
resource for practical application. 
 
Now that you understand how to follow along with this devotional, let’s lace-up your 
walking shoes and begin your journey! 
 
Here is your first challenge: Define some of your goals.  (You can write them at the end 
of this introduction.) 
 
Goals need to be specific.  For example, if you want to eat more vegetables, how 
many servings do you want to average?  If you desire to sleep more, how many hours 
of rest will you get each night?  If you need to exercise more, how far will you walk each 
week?  One important goal I encourage you to make is to read the Bible each day.  
Knowing God’s Word will encourage you and give you the right perspective as you 
become healthier.  To help you determine the details of your goals, choose both 
“outcome” goals and “behavior” goals. 
 
An outcome goal is the result you want.  A behavior goal is an action you take to 
achieve the result.  For example, an outcome goal would be to lower your blood 
pressure to below 120/80.  A behavior goal would be to walk three miles each day.  You 
are in direct control of your behavior goals.  You are not in direct control of your 
outcome goals, especially the exact timeframe in which you accomplish them.  
However, reaching for a challenging outcome makes changing behaviors more exciting! 
 
Goals need to have a reason why.  Think about the purpose of your goals.  If you 
want to get stronger, ask yourself why?  What are the benefits to your life once you are 
stronger?  If you want to have more energy, ask yourself why?  What are the benefits to 
your life once you are more energetic? 
 
Your answers may vary: work without pain, set an example for your children, be 
physically able to play with your grandchildren, be alive to see your great-grandchildren, 
think more clearly at work, have energy at the end of the day to enjoy family time, or any 
other personal reasons.  Think through your answers.  When you have them, go ahead 
and record them here. 
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Your Challenge: 
Write out your goals and why they are important to you: 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Complete this commitment statement: 
I am going to study God’s Word each day at ___________ o’clock. 
 
Congratulations!  You have set your goals.  You’ve asked God to help you achieve 
those goals.  You have prioritized time to invest in studying.  The next step on your 
journey is to get a great night’s sleep tonight (see Day 22: From A(wake) to Zzz).  We 
are going to start finding your path tomorrow! 
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Day 1:  Is It God’s Will … or Is It Selfish? 
 

Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom 
you have from God, and that you are not your own?  For you have been bought with a 
price: therefore glorify God in your body.  I Corinthians 6:19-20 (NASB) 
 
For I do not mean that others should be eased and you burdened.  2 Corinthians 8:13 
(NKJV) 
 
Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind regard one 
another as more important than yourselves; do not merely look out for your own 
personal interests, but also for the interests of others.  Philippians 2:3-4 (NASB) 
 
My Thoughts: 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Let’s start with a concern you may have.  “By taking time to exercise or relax or (fill in 
the blank), am I following God’s will … or am I being selfish?”  This subconscious and 
nagging question often stops people from making lifestyle change.  It is a cannot-win-
trap for many of my clients.  If they do not take time to take care of themselves, they feel 
they are not being good stewards of the body God entrusted to them (1 Corinthians 
6:19-20).  If they do take time to take care of themselves, by doing something 
pleasurable and relaxing, they feel they are being selfish.  They think they should spend 
that time working or serving others. 
 
Let’s address this concern by examining today’s scriptures. 
 
Your body is not your own.  You were bought with a price and are a steward of your 
body, your time and your resources.  God bought you with the sacrifice and blood of His 
Son, Jesus.  Therefore, you are to glorify God and reflect Him in every area of your life, 
including the way you treat your body.  Taking care of your temple helps you to be more 
productive and enjoy the life God gave you.  According to 1 Timothy 6:17, enjoying your 
life is also God’s will. 
 
Your time and money are for both you and others.  In a letter Paul wrote to the 
Galatians, he exhorts them to serve others, which includes giving their time (Galatians 
5:13).  He penned a separate letter to the local church in Corinth in which he 
encourages them to provide money to those in need in Jerusalem.  However, in the 
middle of spurring the people to give monetarily, Paul shares a principle of balance in 2 
Corinthians 8:13.  I believe we can also apply this principle of balance to our time.  Here 
is the principle:  we should not give our money or our time to a point of burden for us, 
including defaulting on our debts, forgoing our responsibilities, or neglecting our health, 
so that others can have it easy. 
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Your balance is not selfish.  Philippians 2:3-4 is a wonderfully balanced instruction 
that commands us not to be selfish.  What is selfishness?  According to the Spirit Filled 
Life Bible commentary, “selfish ambition” is a phrase that “regressed from denoting 
honorable work to suggesting dishonorable intrigue ... [it] later described a person who 
was concerned only with his own welfare, a person susceptible to being bribed, an 
ambitious, self-willed person seeking opportunities for promotion.  From there it became 
electioneering, a partisan factious spirit that would resort to any method for winning 
followers.” 1  Prioritizing time for a walk, cooking a healthy meal, or relaxing for an 
evening just somehow does not fall under the above description, does it? 
 
Philippians 2:4 includes an important phrase:  “Not merely … but also.”  What does that 
mean?  If I said, “Our vacation was not merely fun, but it was also relaxing” then I am 
saying it was both fun and relaxing.  Right?  Philippians 2:4 includes looking out both for 
your own interests and for the interests of others.  Since you are studying this 
devotional book, I assume your health is one of your own interests.   
 
Your Challenge: 
What steps will you take to look out both for your interests and for the interest of others?   
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 

 
1.  Hayford, Jack and Dick Mills (1991). The Spirit Filled Life Bible. Word Wealth p. 1802. Nashville, TN: 
HarperCollins Christian.  
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For Further Study: Galatians 6:2-5 and 1 Timothy 4:16 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Day 15:  Why Don’t Diets work? 
 
So let no one judge you in food or in drink, or regarding a festival or a new moon or 
sabbaths …Therefore, if you died with Christ from the basic principles of the world, why, 
as though living in the world, do you subject yourselves to regulations – ‘Do not touch, 
do not taste, do not handle,’ … These things indeed have an appearance of wisdom in 
self-imposed religion, false humility, and neglect of the body, but are of no value against 
the indulgence of the flesh.  Colossians 2:16, 20, 21, 23 (NKJV) 
 
My Thoughts: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Does the Bible promote dieting?  No.  At least not in the way our modern world defines 
dieting.  “You mean I can eat tons of junk food everyday?”  No, not that either (but we’ll 
get to that when we talk about nutrition and stewardship of your body). 
 
For now, it’s important to understand that the world teaches you to follow an external set 
of regulations in terms of what you eat – a diet.  Depending on what new book or fad is 
being promoted, that set of regulations changes every month.  Here’s the bottom line on 
diets: they don’t work. 
 
While science and research continually update sound nutritional knowledge, the spin-off 
fads and extremes only cause confusion.  That is a clue that diets are not of God 
because 1 Corinthians 14:33 teaches us that “God is not the author of confusion” 
(NKJV).  If diets are not of God, then the likelihood of them working long-term is slim 
(pun intended). 
 
Have you ever followed a rigid plan of “eat only this” and “don’t eat that” just to overeat 
every food you’ve banned?  Have you limited the time of day you ate, restricted yourself 
to certain combinations of foods, or counted calories, only to constantly think about 
food?  Did you then start eating when you weren’t even hungry?   
 
Those “regulations” obviously are of “no value against the indulgence of the flesh.”  In 
fact, Romans 7:4-6 says that those external regulations can actually stimulate the flesh.  
This is one reason why diets don’t work.  (There are actually numerous physiological 
and psychological reasons, which you can study in the resources listed in the 
appendix.) 
 
God does not leave you without guidance, however.  He provides wisdom in how to 
nourish your body.  We will discover that over the next few days. 
 
A next-to-final thought: The type of dieting I have discussed today relates to weight loss, 
not restrictions for a medical condition.  If you are on a medical diet for a medical 
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reason, please continue following the guidelines of your healthcare provider.   Follow 
the principle of Proverbs 12:15: listen to wise counsel. 
 
A final thought: dieting can lead to eating disorders.  If you think you may have an 
eating disorder or have a concern about someone who may, please seek help from a 
mental health professional.  Resources are listed in the appendix. 
 
Your Challenge:   
Begin confessing “I no longer look to external regulations.  I will seek the Father, not the 
world’s laws, for wisdom in my eating.” 
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For Further Study:  Romans 7:4-12 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Day 9:  Get Fit Part One – Cardiovascular Endurance 
 
She girds herself with strength [spiritual, mental, and physical fitness for her God-given 
task] and makes her arms strong and firm.  Proverbs 31:17 (AMP) 
 
My Thoughts:  
_____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Over the next three days we will focus on three aspects of physical fitness: 

 Cardiovascular endurance 

 Strength 

 Flexibility   
 
Today’s focus is on increasing your cardiovascular health and fitness for your “God-
given tasks.”   
 
Think about the tasks God has assigned to you in your current season of life.  Visualize 
your days and your weeks.  List your regular tasks (be as detailed as possible).   
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
What do you need from your spirit, mind, and body to perform those tasks?  For 
example, do you need more mental sharpness at work?  Do you want energy when you 
get home to re-paint a room, or endurance to play sports with your kids?  Write what 
you need below. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Now think about your tasks for your next season of life.  Do you look forward to keeping 
up with your grandchildren (and great-grandchildren) at a theme park?  Will you want to 
live independently, even making minor home repairs, throughout your life?  Do you want 
to decrease your risk of major diseases so you are alive at 100 years of age to still fulfill 
your calling? (Moses had 20 years to go at that point!)  List your next season tasks 
here. 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
To enjoy the benefits you have listed above, invest a little time each day now to 
strengthen your heart.  Move your body.  How? 
 
There are three options to mix and match, depending on your schedule. 
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1. Solo shot: Schedule one stretch of time for exercise.  For example, go for a 
three mile walk after dinner each evening. 

2. Short shots: Perhaps your schedule does not allow for a 45-60 minute block.  
Solution?  Take three separate 15-minute walks: one before work, one at lunch 
and one in the evening. 

3. Step shots:  Invest in an accurate pedometer or GPS (satellite) driven fitness 
tracker.  (Note that some GPS controlled fitness trackers do not accurately 
measure steps on a treadmill.)  Then find your average daily number of steps 
and add approximately 6,000 steps to the baseline.  This combined number is 
now your daily step goal.  You can also shoot for 10,000 steps per day.  Build up 
slowly and creatively.  You could walk at the park while your son’s soccer team is 
warming up or walk in place during commercials. 

 
These are ideas for helping you begin to incorporate physical activity to improve your 
cardiovascular endurance.  (A certified personal trainer will be able to help you design a 
specific program for your goals.) 
 
God calls the person who is physically active “capable, intelligent, and virtuous” 
(Proverbs 31:10, AMP).  Remember, it is not just about being able to climb a mountain 
when you are 120 years old, like Moses.  Numerous studies show a significant link 
between physical exercise and mental sharpness and emotional health.  To stay strong 
mentally, emotionally, and physically … stop sitting and start moving. 
 
(If you have health concerns, get your doctor’s clearance and professional advice 
before increasing your exercise.  Do not wait.) 
 
Your Challenge:   
Begin confessing, “Every day I find ways to move the only body God gave to me.”  
Decide how you will experiment with the three cardiovascular fitness options this week 
or whom you need to contact for clearance to exercise.  Then do it.     
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Day 10: Get Fit Part Two – Strength Training 
 

She girds herself with strength [spiritual, mental, and physical fitness for her God-given 
task] and makes her arms strong and firm.  Proverbs 31:17 (AMP) 
 
My Thoughts: 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Yesterday we discussed cardiovascular endurance.  Let’s go to the next level of 
physical fitness, which is muscular strength.  If we read “makes her arms strong and 
firm” as a literal statement, the woman in Proverbs 31 did some version of strength 
training. 
 
Stop for a moment and look back at your lists from yesterday.  Today’s study will be 
much more effective with your lists fresh on your mind. 
 
Now, think about which tasks require not just cardiovascular health and endurance, but 
also muscular strength.  Do you want to try a new activity – whether gardening, 
kayaking, fly-fishing, or ____________ – without pain?  Do you want to go on a mission 
trip to help repair homes or build churches?  Do you want to lift your own grocery bags 
when you are 90 years old? 
 
While I won’t suggest a particular strength training program, as everyone is vastly 
different in his or her needs, I will say it doesn’t take as much time as most people think 
for general improvements.  Twenty to thirty minutes, two to three days per week, is all it 
takes for a basic strength program.  Of course, your goals may require a bit more time.   
 

A typical program might include lifting free weights, doing pliés at a ballet barre, using 
resistance bands, working out on weight machines, or a combination of these exercises.  
There are several great videos, programs and books on strength training.  Here are 
some tips for evaluating them for your use: 

1. Does the program show options for beginner, intermediate, and advanced 
levels? 

2. Are there demonstrations and explanations you can understand for safety? 
3. Does the program include modifications for various “joint issues,” especially 

knee, lower back, and shoulders?  (For example, if you have knee problems, you 
may need to modify your range of motion, when doing squats.) 

4. Are all of the major muscle groups (legs, chest, back) emphasized? 
5. Are the minor muscle groups (arms, shoulders, calves) and abdomen included? 
6. Does the program describe safety tips, such as lifting speed, breathing, partner 

training, and rest time between exercises? 
7. Is there a variety of exercises from which to choose? 
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If you are training with strength machines at a gym, ask a certified personal trainer to 
show you how to adjust each machine for your height.  Machines can be very safe, but 
alignment is critical for the health of your joints. 
 
General safety tips: 

1. Recuperate: Give your muscle fibers a minimum of 48 hours to heal.  If you train 
your chest muscles on Monday, then Wednesday would be the earliest you 
would train them again. 

2. Rotate: Rotate each week between different exercises for the same muscles.  It 
is not only more interesting, but it helps to prevent overuse injury to your joints. 

3. Rest: If something twinges, do not override your body’s signal.  Let it rest for a 
few minutes or even a few days, before you exercise that muscle group again.  If 
the twinge continues, talk with a certified personal trainer, physical therapist, or 
your healthcare provider to evaluate next steps. 

4. Re-assess: If something moves from twinging to hurting, stop.  Then get with a 
professional for advice. 

 
God wants you to be strong.  A few of the scriptures concerning physical strength are 
included for further study.  Read over these, and use them as inspiration to begin, or 
continue, your strength training regime. 
 
Your Challenge: 
Research resources, classes and/or trainers to begin your strength training routine.  If 
you are already on a regular program, pat yourself on the back!  Good job! 
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For Further Study:  Genesis 49:24, Joshua 14:11, 1 Chronicles 26:8, Nehemiah 4:10, 
Psalm 18:39, Psalm 33:16, Isaiah 40:29-31, Mark 12:30-33, and Acts 14:8-10 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Day 11: Get Fit Part Three – Flexibility 
 

She girds  herself with strength [spiritual, mental, and physical fitness for her God-given 
task] and makes her arms strong and firm.  Proverbs 31:17 (AMP) 
 
My Thoughts: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
I searched for a scripture specific to flexibility, our final physical fitness topic.  I found 
none, except to take a portion of Proverbs 31:19 completely out of context: “She 
stretches.”  (I know.  Poor attempt at humor.)  Since I’m not going to push the 
boundaries of Scripture, let’s continue with the principle taught in Proverbs 31:17: you 
are to make your body able to work and serve.  
 
You can be extremely strong and extremely inflexible.  I see it in gyms constantly.  
Inflexibility keeps athletes from reaching their potential, and it keeps individuals from 
fully enjoying life.  How?  What does flexibility do for you?  Flexibility: 

1. Decreases risk and severity of injury 
2. Increases mobility for general daily activity 
3. Increases sports performance 
4. Improves posture (lower back pain, anyone?) 
5. Improves coordination 

 
If these benefits sound appealing, you might be asking yourself how to attain them.  
How do you improve your flexibility?  Simple.  Stretch.  Lengthening your muscles takes 
only a few minutes each day and requires no equipment.  Stretching not only increases 
your flexibility, but it improves blood supply to your joints, which means nutrients are 
brought in and waste is removed. 
 
Stretching tips: 

1. How often should you stretch? To increase your flexibility, stretch every day. 
2. When should you stretch?  Anytime.  However, you will gain the most flexibility 

for your effort when you stretch after a workout. 
3. How far should you stretch?  If you stretch right after you wake up, remember 

that your muscles are not “warmed up,” so keep stretches gentle.  You should  
barely be able to feel a stretch.  If you stretch after exercising, you can push a 
little farther, but never to a point of pain. 

4. How long should you hold a stretch?  Hold your stretches for five to 60 
seconds.  Length of time will depend on your flexibility goals, previous injuries, or 
how often during the day you stretch. 

5. Where should you stretch?  Some stretching is always better than none.  Don’t 
allow limited time or different locations to deter you.  You may not start with a 10-
minute stretching routine at home or the gym, but you can do a few stretches 
while waiting in line, waiting for an appointment, standing at the copier (I’ve 
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gotten a few laughs from coworkers while stretching in the copy room, but it 
keeps me flexible), talking on the phone, or watching TV. 

 
Your Challenge:   
Start stretching for a few minutes each day, especially after walking or another exercise. 
 
 


